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paperback. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking
number will be provided after the shipment.Pages: 444 Publisher: China Statistics Press Zhenjiang
the system juice Yearbook -2012 (refined) This book is informative statistics. a comprehensive system
to reflect the 2011 Zhenjiang economic. technological and social development changes . is an
information-intensive annual informative books. This yearbook include: development results chart;
comprehensive. population. labor. people's living standards. prices. investment. urban built not.
environmental protection. agriculture. industry. energy. transport of Posts and
Telecommunications. domestic trade. foreign trade. tourism. private and individual economic.
fiscal and financial insurance . science and technology. education. culture. health and sports. home
affairs and other cities in. system juice communique. Main Statistical Indicators twenty two parts.
Contents: The first integrated natural Facts 1-1 administrative divisions and a land area of ??1-2
over the district towns. street names 1-3 meteorological conditions in the city's points 1-4 GDP of 1-5
regional GDP index ( comparable prices) The 1-6 major Year regional GDP (at current prices) 1-7
YEARS GDP constitutes the average daily level of 1-8 important year the main indicators of the
national economy 1-9 Year key indicators of the national economy - 2-3...
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ReviewsReviews

This book may be worth purchasing. It typically fails to expense excessive. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the
book.
-- K en Wa tsica-- K en Wa tsica

Absolutely essential go through book. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom You can expect to like the way the blogger compose this pdf.
-- Pa sca le B er nha r d-- Pa sca le B er nha r d
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